The Internet and WEB 
Introduction
The Internet is pervasively and radically changing several areas, the Web booming is starting to change the way companies interact with their customers. Information gathering/managing, commerce, software development are just a few examples of human activity reshaped by the new WEB technologies. Traditional phone-centric services, such as ordering of goods, support enquires and maintenance/repair intervention requests are moving to WEBcentric solutions. For many industries, the Web's ability to automate product support is acquiring an even increasing role. Web based customer service should provide customers with the ability to efficiently search for product information, software updates, technical help and documentation. The Web offers the opportunity to change customer support from a cash drain to an active component of the development and sales process. In this scenario the capability to predict the accesses to a web site plays an important role. The knowledge of the future access volume represents an help both for a correct dimensioning of the web site hardware and a correct staffing of the employers of a web based customer care.
A time series is a collection of observations made sequentially in time, examples occur in a variety of fields, ranging from economics to engineering. One of the possible objectives in analyzing time series is prediction: given an observed time series, it is possible to predict its future values. The prediction of future values requires the identification of a model describing the time series dynamic. This paper presents a case study where time series were adopted to forecast future web site access.
In order to measure the applicability of time series to the prediction of web site accesses, an experimental activity was performed. The log-access file of an academic web site (http://www.ing.unisannio.it) was analyzed and its data used as test set. The analyzed web site contains general information about the Faculty of Engineering of University of Sannio at Benevento (Italy).
A wide variety of prediction procedures based on time series are available [2, 4, 9] ; the method here proposed relies on the Box and Jenkins one [1] which is quite general.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, basic time series notions are briefly summarized for the sake of completeness.Then, Section 3 outlines the method used to forecast the accesses to the analyzed web site. Section 4 presents the the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 sumarizes the conclusions and outlines foreseeable research directions.
Background Notions
A time series is a collection of observations made sequentially in time; examples occur in a variety of fields, ranging from economics to engineering. Time series can be modeled using stochastic processes [5] . A stochastic process can be described as a statistical phenomenon that evolves in time according to probabilistic laws. Mathematically, it may be defined as a collection of random variables ordered in time and defined at a set of time points which may be continuous or discrete.
One of the possible objectives in analyzing time series is prediction: given an observed time series, one may want to predict its future values. The prediction of future values requires the identification of a model describing the time series dynamic. There are many classes of time series models to chose from; the more general is the ARIMA class which includes as special cases the AR, MA and ARMA classes.
A discrete-time process is a purely random process if it consists of a sequence of random variables fZ t g which are mutually independent and identically distributed. By definition, it follows that purely random processes have constant mean and variance.
Suppose that fZ t g is a discrete purely random process with mean zero and variance 2 Z , then a process fX t g is said to be a moving average process of order q (MA(q)) if
where f i g are constants. Once the backward shift operator B is defined as
a moving average process can be written as
where
Suppose that fZ t g is a discrete purely random process with mean zero and variance 2 Z , then a process fX t g is said to be an autoregressive process of order p (AR(p)) if X t = 1 X t;1 + : : : + p X t;p + Z t
where f i g are constants. This is rather like a multiple regression model, but fX t g is not regressed on independent variables but on past variables of fX t g.
Broadly speaking, a MA(q) explains the present as the mixture of q random impulses, while an AR(p) process builds the present in terms of the past p events. A useful class of models for time series is obtained by combining MA and AR processes.
A mixed autoregressive moving-average process containing p AR terms and q MA terms is said to be an ARMA process of order (p q). It is given by X t = 1 X t;1 +: : : + p X t;p +Z t + 1 Z t;1 +: : : + q Z t;q
where X(t) is the original series and Z(t) is a series of unknown random errors which are assumed to follow the normal probability distribution.
Using the backward shift operator B, the previous equation may be written in the form
where (B) = 1 ; 
A time series is said to be strictly stationary if the joint distribution of X(t 1 ) : : : X (t n ) is the same as the joint distribution of X(t 1 + ) : : : X (t n + ) for all t 1 : : : t n . In other words, shifting time origin by an amount has no effects on the joint distributions, which must therefore depend on the intervals between t 1 t 2 : : : t n .
The importance of ARMA processes lies in the fact that a stationary time series may often be described by an ARMA model involving fewer parameters than a pure MA or AR process [3] . However, even if stationary time series can be efficiently fitted by an ARMA process [6] 
The Method
A wide variety of prediction procedures based on time series are available [2, 4, 9] ; the method here proposed relies on the Box and Jenkins one [1] which is quite general: an ARIMA(p,d,q) process includes as special case an ARMA process (i.e., ARIMA(p,0,q) = ARMA(p, q)).
When modeling a time series, attention should be payed to assess whether the time series is stationary or not. If a time series is stationary it can be modeled through an ARMA(p,q) process, otherwise an ARIMA(p,d,q) is required. A non-stationary time series can be described as a time series whose characteristic parameters change over time. Different measures of stationarity can be employed to decide whether a process (i.e., a time series) is stationary or not. In practice, confirming that a given time series is stationary is a very difficult task, unless a closed-form expression of the underlying time series is known. Nonstationarity detection can be reduced to identifying two distinct data segments that have significatively different statistic distributions. Several tests can be used to decide whether two distributions are statistically different: Student's t-test, F-test, chi-square test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [5] .
The Box and Jenkins procedure requires 3 main steps briefly sketched below:
1. Model identification. The observed time series has to be analyzed to see which ARIMA(p,d,q) process appears to be most appropriate: this requires the identification of the p d q parameters.
2. Estimation. The actual time series has to be modeled using the ARIMA(p,d,q) process previously defined, this requires the estimation of the f i g and f j g coefficients defined by the equations 8.
3. Diagnostic Checking. The residuals (i.e., the difference between the predicted and the actual values) have to be analyzed to see if the identified model is adequate. 
Figure 2. Average Connections per week

With the Model Identification
Step the d value has to be set taking into account whether the time series is stationary (i.e., d = 0 ) or not (i.e., d > 0). On the other hand, the identification of (p q) parameters can be obtained following the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): the model with smallest AIC has to be chosen [8] . In the Estimation step, after the estimation of the f i g and f j g coefficients, is possible to predict time series future values. Finally, in Diagnostic Checking step the model adequacy can be tested plotting the residuals: the residuals of a good model have to be small and random [3] .
Experimental Results
In order to measure the applicability of time series to the prediction of web site accesses an experimental activity was performed. The log-access file of an academic web site (http://www.ing.unisannio.it) was analyzed and its data used as test set. The analyzed web site contains general information about the Faculty of Engineering of University of Sannio at Benevento (Italy). Pred.
Err.
week
Figure 3. One Step Ahead Prediction Errors
The log-access file reports several information related to the IP addresses accessing to a web site (the date, the time, the visited page, etc.); however, it does not explicitly reports the number of different connections arriving from the same IP address. In order to estimate the number of different connections arrived to the analyzed web site the following assumptions were adopted: every time an IP address was encountered for the first time in the access-log file a new connection was always counted;
when an IP address previously appeared in the logaccess file was again encountered it was considered as a new connection only if its last occurrence in the log-access file appeared more than 10 minutes before. The experimental activity followed a cross validation procedure [7] , several experiments were run: in each experiment, given an observed time series, a training time series was extracted; then, the training time series was analyzed and modeled to predict its future values; finally, the predicted values were matched against the actual values and the method performance was measured in terms of prediction error.
Given an observed time series, the k th experiment was run on the k th training time series (tts k ) defined as follows tts k = fx 1 : : : x k+1 g (11) where x 1 is the first point the observed time series.
During the k th experiment the one step ahead (i.e.,x k+1 ) and the four step ahead (i.e.,x k+4 ) values were predicted, such values were compared against the actual ones (i.e.,
x k+1 and x k+4 ) in order to evaluate the one step ahead and the four step ahead prediction errors.
Ifx T is the predicted value and and x T is the actual value, the prediction error is defined as follows:
The modeling of the connections per day with time series did not give good results (the errors in some case exceeded the 200%), one of the reason of this bad performance was represented by the sharp fluctuations of the number of connections.
On the other hand the results obtained when modeling the average number of connections per week were encouraging. In particular, Figure 3 and Figure 4 report respectively the one and the four steps ahead prediction errors when the average number of connections per week was preditced. The analysis of Figure 3 highlights that the biggest errors are concentrated between the 48 th and the 65 th weeks, in coincidence with the launch of the new Master Degree and the web site restructuring. In all the other cases the prediction error can be considered acceptable: in the worst case it reach 0.23 (i.e., 23 %) and its average value (comprising the period between the 48 th and the 65 th weeks is 0.16 (i.e, 16 %). The analysis of Figure 4 highlights, as well, that the biggest errors occurred between the 48 th and the 65 th . In this case the obtained errors are greater than the ones obtained when the one step ahead value of the time series was predicted. It is worth noting that these errors are concerned with a medium range prediction (4 weeks) and, however, the average value of the four steps ahead prediction error is 0.28 (i.e., 28 %). 
Conclusions
An application of time series modeling aimed at predicting connections to a web server has been presented. The preliminary results are encouraging; the average number of connections per week could be predicted with an acceptable prediction error. Noticeably, in the presented case study the biggest errors occurred after substantial modifications were implemented on the analyzed web site.
Further work will be devoted to investigate heuristic techniques and procedures to normalize the number of connections per day in order to have acceptable errors also in predicting such values.
